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or if the government controls prices. Perfect competition, complete collusion,
absolute control: These different causes produce identical results. From unifor
mity of outcomes one cannot infer that the attributes and the interactions of the
parts of a system have remained constant. Structure may determine outcomes
aside from changes at the level of the units and aside from the disappearance of
some of them and the emergence of others. Different "causes" may produce the
same effects; the same "causes" may have different consequences. Unless one
knows how a realm is organized, one can hardly tell the causes from the effects.

The effect of an organization may predominate over the attributes and the
interactions of the elements within it. A system that is independent of initial con
ditions is said to display equifinality. If it does, lithe system is then its own best
explanation, and the study of its present organization the appropriate meth
odology" (Watzlawick, et al., 1967, p. 129; cf. p. 32). If structure influences with
out determining, then one must ask how and to what extent the structure of a
realm accounts for outcomes and how and to what extent the units account for
outcomes. Structure has to be studied in its own right as do units. To claim to be
following a systems approach or to be constructing a systems theory requires one
to show how system and unit levels can be distinctly defined. Failure to mark and
preserve the distinction between structure, on the one hand, and units and pro
cesses, on the other, makes it impossible to disentangle causes of different sorts
and to distinguish between causes and effects. Blurring the distinction between
the different levels of a system has, I believe, been the major impediment to the
development of theories about international politics. The next chapter shows
how to define political structures in a way that makes the construction of a sys
tems theory possible.

5
Political Structures

We learned in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 that international-political outcomes cann~t

be explained reductively. We found in Chapter 3 that even avowedly sy~temlc

approaches mingle and confuse systems-level with unit-level causes. Reflect1~gon
theories that follow the general-systems model, we concluded at once that Inter
national politics does not fit the model closely enough to make the model useful
and that only through some sort of systems theory can international politics be
understood. To be a success, such a theory has to show how international politics
can be conceived of as a domain distinct from the economic, social, and other
international domains that one may conceive of. To mark international-political
systems off from other international systems, and to distinguish systems-level
from unit-level forces, requires showing how political structures are generated
and how they affect, and are affected by, the units of the system. How can we
conceive of international politics as a distinct system1 What is it that intervenes
between interacting units and the results that their acts and interactions ~roduce1
To answer these questions, this chapter first examines the concept of SOCIal struc
ture and then defines structure as a concept appropriate for national and for inter
national politics.

I
A system is composed of a structure and of interacting units. The structure is the
system-wide component that makes it possible to think of the system as a w~ole.

The problem, unsolved by the systems theorists considered in ~apter ~, IS to
contrive a definition of structure free of the attributes and the InteractIons of
units. Definitions of structure must leave aside, or abstract from, the characteris
tics of units their behavior, and their interactions. Why must those obviously
important ~atters be omitted1 They must be omitted so that we can distinquish
between variables at the level of the units and variables at the level of the system.
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